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1 INTRODUCTION
Estimates of the size of Informal Economy (IE) in Latin American and Caribbean (LAC,
henceforth) countries are provided by the World Bank and several authors using different
modelling tools. In general, they are built with a data set composed of a cross panel
of worldwide countries, such as the World Bank 160-country sample. These estimates
assume that causes have homogeneous effects on IE and hence some standard variables
play essential roles in determining IE worldwide. However, some other variables might be
more prominent in certain regions than others, eventually having higher relevance in some
geographies than in others, producing heterogeneous effects.

While estimating heterogeneous effects on latent variable models is challenging, a straightfor-
ward alternative is to evaluate if the parameter estimates for regional MIMIC specifications
are consistent with the worldwide equivalent. By considering this regional approach, some
insights about the drivers of informality can be shed light. We apply such insight in the
context of the LAC countries. Our results suggest that worldwide estimations overlook an
essential element of those countries: widespread and persistent income inequality. Specifi-
cally, the GINI index coefficient estimate is roughly ten times higher in LAC countries’
specification than in the worldwide specification. This result has key implications for policy
recommendations in those countries and the methodology of estimating informality.

Using the framework proposed by Schneider, Buehn & Montenegro (2010) and leveraging
on the analysis presented by Matos & Veiga (2019), the present article has the objective of
further contributing to the long path of understanding IE by proposing a MIMIC (Multiple
Indicators Multiple Causes) model tailored to LAC, using regional data, and leveraging on
factors and variables that are relevant to our reality. With the proposed model we then
estimate IE values for countries in LAC from 1996 to 2019, as percentage points of GDP.

The fine line separating legal from illegal shadow economic activities is a matter of
interpretation, not classification, what further complicates the matter. One is genuinely
purchasing pay TV services from a local Service Provider in a favela in Rio, but this
company is just privately broadcasting signals illegally acquired without paying royalties
or rights; the company itself is most likely not incorporated and it does not collect any
taxes. The consumer is getting a service level, with local support, but he/she’s part of a
much broader crime ecosystem that’s part of IE in LAC. Same happens with electricity,
gas, water, phone, and broadband Internet, whereas in favelas, villas or slums all over LAC
countries. These informal arrangements happen in a multitude of situations, from someone
extending a wire to get electricity from a neighbor to an organized illegal enterprise such
as a militia in Rio de Janeiro controlling all broadband internet distribution in a favela.

Literature focused on LAC has been unclear on what to measure: sometimes it focuses on the
informal sector excluding illegal activities, others it tries to capture underground activities
that are not 100% illegal as per the taxonomy presented on OECD (2002). Moreover, in
the whole region we observe the phenomena of semi-formality (NOGUEIRA, 2016), where
formal and informal relations blend into a new semi-formal category. Researchers as Chen
(2012) have placed focus on extending the framework of the non-observed economies and
its relations with the formal sector, by proposing a classification of different informal
sectors and its historical evolution. Dell’Anno (2022) presents a comprehensive survey of
the existing literature, covering the recent effort to provide a common taxonomy for it.

Since informal, semi-formal and illegal activities blend into intertwined relations, we focus
on measuring the complete non-observed economy, including informal, underground, and
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illegal activities not captured by formal GDP measures. Within ILO (2021) proposed
taxonomy, we aim to measure all informal productive activities, as well as illicit production
and underdeclared market value transactions of ordinary goods and services. Throughout
this article we will use terms such as informal, shadow, underground to reflect the non-
observed economy as defined hereinbefore.

Better understanding of shadow economy in the region started by Soto (1989) with the
framing of the problem, followed by numerous articles describing informality aspects in
different countries in LAC in the 1980s and 1990s. Social studies bring to the surface
aspects related to the colonization of our countries, and the clash of social classes where
establishment was created upon privilege building at higher ranks. Much has happened
since then, and while societies and institutions have evolved, some embedded aspects remain
and are probably reflected in the way people face labor and governments. Gutiérrez-Romero
(2021) provides a comprehensive discussion relating the persistence of inequality as a strong
contributor to the size of IE in a country.

Late 1990s and early 2000s researchers started to tackle the main causes and consequences
of IE (TANZI, 1999) on frameworks attempting to measure its size either via microeconomics
models deriving from the seminal work by Rauch (1991) or via macroeconomics models
like the MIMIC methodology proposed by Jöreskog & Goldberger (1975) and leveraged
by Schneider & Enste (2000). Other methods are used, and Medina & Schneider (2019)
present a vast array of tools to size IE, from surveys to macro and micro models.

This article uses MIMIC to estimate the size of IE in countries in LAC. Matos & Veiga
(2019) provide a similar approach to a set of 18 LAC countries; here the data set comprises
of 41 countries during the period from 1996 to 2019, and our analysis is focused on
comparing estimated parameters using regional and worldwide data sets, aiming to identify
homogeneous and heterogeneous effects on the different specifications.

With MIMIC, structured equation models and measurement models are used to estimate
IE as a latent variable of certain causes and certain indicators. Causes are factors that have
direct impact on the shadow economy, while indicators are variables that are impacted by
the shadow economy. By observing causes and indicators, MIMIC allows us to estimate
the latent IE.

We propose special focus on the particularities of our region, such as on the selection of
data, on proposing new variables, and on the interpretation of results. Two proposed causal
variables present robust results in our model: GINI as a measure of inequality, and TFP as
a measure of total factor productivity.

Inequality has always been a key factor observed in LAC societies. The main intention
to add inequality to our model is to get full advantage of it once several common effects
can be offset such as cultural and colonization aspects. Using it with regional data seemed
different to using it with worldwide heterogeneous data, and results show inequality gets
more relevant on causing IE compared to other studies.

Total factor productivity (TFP) is proposed with the intention to identify a channel to
firms’ formalization. Obtained results show however that TFP is potentially a channel for
both firms’ formalization as well as informal labor utilization.

Focusing our analysis to regional specifications may contribute to the literature, in the
sense of putting into perspective the heterogeneous effects some aspects such as inequality
have on informality, shedding light for tailored policy recommendations that can contribute
to long term IE improvements on LAC.
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2 DATA AND ECONOMETRICS
The use of MIMIC with structured equations and Informal Economy (IE) as a latent
variable is per se a challenge. It was probably more difficult early 2000s when several
studies flourished proposing interesting models with limited data availability. More recent
studies take advantage of the learning obtained in past years, as well as of more polished
data availability, data manipulation techniques and computer processing power, to make it
a more reliable methodology. It’s safe to say that structured equations with latent variables
are being much more used in different science areas, with IE being a very active one.

MIMIC consists of two parts, a Structural Model, and a Measurement Model. Figure 1
provides a graphical representation of the MIMIC model, with q causal variables and p
indicator variables:

Figure 1 – MIMIC model - general structure

The Structural Model linearly determines the latent variable ηt, which represents the size
of IE, from a vector of q observable exogenous causes X ′t = (X1t, X2t, ..., Xqt), subject to
disturbances ζt representing the unexplained component. γ = (γ1, γ2, ..., γq) contains the
coefficients that weight each causal variable on the estimation of the latent variable. Usage
of MIMIC aims to estimate γ and allow us to size IE from some observed causal variables.
The structural equation is as follows:

ηt = γ ∗Xt + ζt

The Measurement Model projects the effects of the latent variable ηt on a vector of
p observed variables y′t = (y1t, y2t, ..., ypt), subject to disturbances εt = (ε1t, ε2t, ..., εpt)
representing the error term. λ = (λ1, λ2, ..., λp) represents the magnitude of the change
on the corresponding indicator variable for a unit change in the latent variable ηt. The
measurement equation is as follows:

yt = λ ∗ ηt + εt

MIMIC then estimates the latent variable considering both Structural and Measurement
models, using maximum likelihood to converge a solution. The resulting latent variable
ηt = (η1t, η2t, ..., ηjt) provides IE estimates for j countries considered in the data set.
Actually, ηt provides variations year-on-year of IE for these countries.
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Breusch (2005) presented significant criticism on MIMIC modelling and how data was
manipulated in previous works, in terms of using a combination of time series from different
sources and losing its traceability. Dell’Anno & Schneider (2006) presented responses to
Breusch’s critique by addressing each topic and providing a solution path that assures
MIMIC as a valid modelling tool. We managed data observing Breusch’s critique and
addressing them in line with Dell’Anno’s responses.

MIMIC can eventually be considered a big data algorithm that leverages on data richness
to obtain results for non-measured factors; as such, data richness produces improved results.
One area of focus to produce our model was the selection of available data for LAC, and
the variables to our MIMIC model. Taking advantage of broader data availability, we have
restricted data manipulation as much as we could. Most of the time series used as observed
variables are taken from sources like the World Bank, IMF (International Monetary Fund),
ILO (International Labor Organization), United Nations, Penn World Table, and the
Heritage Foundation. For region-specific focus, we used data from LatinoBarometro and
processed by the World Bank in their Worldwide Governance Indicators.

The World Bank (OHNSORGE; YU, 2022) provides estimates of the informal economies to a
broad list of countries worldwide, using both Multiple Indicators Multiple Causes (MIMIC)
and Dynamic General Equilibrium (DGE) models, with compatible results. These are the
two main econometric modelling techniques being used today. Estimating the size of IE,
the Shadow Economy, The Underground Economy, or the Non-Observed Economy is a
significant challenge, as measurement is always done indirect, whereas via sample surveys,
whereas by means of estimations with MIMIC or DGE models.

Table 1 presents the observed variables used in our MIMIC Base Model, both causal and
indicators, with the reference to the data sources, and expected estimator signs, whereas
positive or negative, as per existing literature and economic intuition.

Dell’Anno & Schneider (2009), Trebicka (2014) and Schneider & Buehn (2013) provide
a comprehensive description of the MIMIC technique, including the structural model
examining the relationships between the causal variables and the latent variable IE, and
the measurement model (or factor model) linking indicator variables to IE. As IE is latent
and non-observed, MIMIC minimizes the difference between the covariance matrix of
sample data of observed variables and the model predicted covariance matrix. On doing
that, the identification of the model requires the normalization of one of the elements of the
set of estimators of indicator variables. In our Base Model we implement the normalization
on the Services GDP indicator variable, i.e., λServicesGDP = 1.

Our proposed Base Model uses the following causal variables:

1. Taxes – the literature indicates that the higher the tax burden, the higher IE
(Informal Economy), ceteris paribus; expected sign is positive. Taxes directly impact
labor-leisure choices, and the higher the taxes, the less one must spend. To better
reflect the tax burden in LAC, we use three proxy variables traditionally used in the
literature: Direct Taxes over Total Taxes, Size of Government and Total Taxes over
GDP.

2. Regulations & Governance – this is probably the most challenging area to select
variables. Even though there are several reliable sources of Governance key indicators,
such as World Bank’s Worldwide Governance Indicators, Freedom House, Economist
Intelligence Unit, Vanderbilt’s Americas Barometer, World Justice Project, the survey
data consolidation mixes up different perspectives to build common indicators such
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Table 1 – MIMIC Base Model - description of variables

as, for instance, Government Effectiveness. As proposed by Schneider, Buehn &
Montenegro (2010) we use a set of variables from the Heritage Foundation to provide
our framework with key governance indicators: Trade Freedom, Business Freedom,
Labor Freedom, and Economic Freedom. The higher these indicators are, the higher
the intensity of regulation on the specific field under analysis, whether labor, trade,
business, or economy. In general, regulations result on an increase of labor costs
in the formal economy, consisting of another incentive to the informal sector. The
higher the regulation, the lower IE, ceteris paribus; negative sign expected.

3. Public Sector – we propose to use some variables from LatinoBarometro (LB),
a private non-profit organization incorporated in Chile that provides political and
social data based on regular surveys conducted since 1995. We use two variables,
Government Effectiveness and Control of Corruption. When running our Base Model
to other geographies, we then use WGI’s Government Effectiveness and Control of
Corruption time series in lieu of LatinoBarometro. As with governance, an increase on
these indicators reflects better framework. Ceteris paribus, the higher these indicators,
the lower IE; expected sign is negative.

4. Official Economy – as proposed in the literature, we use Unemployment and GDP
per Capita growth. Expected sign for Unemployment is positive, as IE tends to grow
as unemployment rises. Sign for GDP per Capita growth is negative, as IE tends to
reduce with economic growth.

5. New proposed causal variables – We have decided to propose two variables that
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maintain close ties to economic development in LAC and that, traditionally, have
been statistically relevant in studies and analysis made in other economic fields:

-A measure of inequality – we suggest using GINI from the World Bank. Inequality
is a key factor in LAC that impacts and limits economic development, and we
expect higher GINI to cause growth on the informal sector, ceteris paribus;
positive sign expected.

-A measure of total factor productivity – we suggest using the PWT 10.0 variable
PWT-ctfp-h, which provides the level of TFP PPP per country relative to the
USA. PWT’s ctfp data series is broadly used to provide a balanced comparison
on the total factor productivity across countries. The expected sign is negative.

Our model uses five indicator variables: Services GDP, Labor Force Growth Rate, Currency,
Labor Force Participation Rate and Energy Consumption Growth. In LAC, informal labor
is usually more tied to the services segment, and as such we’ve decided to use Services
GDP instead of GDP.

Our MIMIC model is of type 13-1-5, with 13 causal variables, one latent variable (IE, the
Informal Economy estimate) and 5 indicator variables. The literature, in general, tend to
use 2 or 3 indicator variables. As econometric software has evolved, and data processing
is less of a challenge nowadays, we have decided to use more indicator variables to take
advantage of the MIMIC econometrics leveraging on further computing processing to refine
likelihood calculations.

Figure 2 provides a graphical representation of our proposed Base Model. The plus and
minus signs preceding the name of causal and indicator variables are the expected estimator
signs from the modelling.

Figure 2 – Proposed MIMIC model with causal and indicator variables.

The choice of variables is key on MIMIC models, and therefore we presented a detailed
review in this section. When trying to replicate the econometrics done by other authors
such as the works described in the previous section, we have faced numerous challenges to
replicate the construction of their databases.

Certain authors decide to work with the level while others decide to differentiate certain
time series data to extract their trends (unit root). Breusch (2005) provides a thorough
discussion of what’s the right path, and we decide to follow his recommendation by working
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with the level and avoid any manipulation of time series data used in our work. Rationale for
this is the construction of MIMIC structured equations as a set of cross section panels with
a maximum likelihood approach to estimate the latent variables, rather than traditional
time series manipulation where unit roots need to be extracted.

We implement our MIMIC model using the “lavaan” library on R Studio1.We use a
database of 41 countries in LAC, from 1995 to 2019 as our main data set. This period is
used throughout the different models and geographies run. Now on we refer to this data
set as Base Sample.

In Appendix I we present the statistics for causal and indicator variables used in our model
(Table 5), as well as results of experiments done with our proposed Base Model to different
sets of countries (data set samples). Appendix II presents an Alternative Base Model, using
MIMIC 14-1-4 instead of the MIMIC 13-1-5 from the Base Model, and main results are
presented in Section 3.

Finally, the current MIMIC modelling provides relative estimates, not absolute; we get
year-on-year increase/decrease of IE estimated size using lavaan’s "lavPredict" function for
each country. "lavPredict" considers both Structural and Measurement models to come up
with year-on-year increase-decrease estimates.

Then we process a calibration (or benchmark) procedure to come up with absolute values.
For such, an anchor value is needed, and we use guidelines provided by Schneider, Buehn
& Montenegro (2010), using year 2000 as an exogenous anchor reference for our estimates;
such reference is calculated by the authors with the Currency Demand method. The
following formula is used to calculate absolute IE estimates:

η̂t = (η̃t/ ˜η2000) ∗ η∗
2000

Results from "lavPredict" are indicated by η̃t, with the relative increase/decrease estimates
of our latent variable, and ˜η2000 represents relative IE in year 2000. Absolute IE size is
represented by η̂t, and η∗

2000 represents absolute IE in year 2000, with exogenous values
from Schneider (2007).

3 MAIN RESULTS
Table 2 shows the different data set Samples running our proposed Base Model, with the
resulting estimators. Our Base Sample is composed by a cross panel of 41 LAC countries,
with data from 1995 to 2019; Sample 2 is the same cross panel, including data from 2020
to understand the model behavior with the COVID impact; Sample 3 contains the cross
panel of countries considered by Schneider, Buehn & Montenegro (2010), to compare the
behavior of our model with data coming from a cross panel of worldwide countries. Finally,
on the last columns of this table we included the results of our Base Model excluding GINI.

GINI is statistically relevant on all models, with estimators 10x higher on Samples with
regional data (Base Sample and Sample 2) compared to global data (Sample 3). Table 2
1 Plenty of literature explain the MIMIC model, and the usage of lavaan to implement MIMIC over

structured equations. We decided to implement our models in lavaan emulating Mplus (CHANG et al.,
2020), which is actually very close to lavaan’s implementation of MIMIC. Additionally, as our data
series contain several missing values, we used the option missing="ML", asking lavaan to estimate the
full information maximum likelihood.
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Table 2 – MIMIC Base Model applied to different Samples of countries.

contains highlights on "Estimate" columns for those items that did not meet the expected
coefficient signal; and highlights on "P_value" columns for those items that were not found
with statistical relevance.

Regarding indicator variables, Currency increases with IE as expected, and Labor Force
Participation, Labor Force Growth and Energy Consumption Growth decrease. Labor
Force Growth is not statistically significant.

On causal variables, most of the variables are statistically significant, with exception to
Tax Over GDP, Business Freedom, and Government Effectiveness. For these variables
that are statistically significant, the produced estimator signs are at par with our original
expectation except for Economic Freedom and TFP. TFP will be assessed later this section.
Economic Freedom in specific is a compounded index from the Heritage Foundation that
consolidates other indicators, and we shall consider the possibility of correlation between
Heritage’s indexes.

Interesting to observe that Sample 3 has further deviations from the expected signs,
corroborating to the importance to fine tune MIMIC models to data sets. We observe
Currency with a negative signal, and Government Effectiveness with a positive signal,
probably results of some customization on variables used for LAC, such as Services GDP
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and data from LatinoBarometro.

All in all, our Base Model resulted in robust results, with most of the statistically significant
estimators producing expected signs. Moreover, choice of variables seems to match well
regional data, and not so well Sample 3; be noted that Schneider, Buehn & Montenegro
(2010) uses, for instance, different Heritage Foundation indexes, probably those that better
match a global model.

Table 3 presents a subset of the results, showing IE estimates for every other 3 years. For
each country in the data set we present IE estimates as percentage of GDP from 1998
till 2019, calculated based on the MIMIC coefficients presented on Table 2 with our Base
Model applied to the Base Sample of 41 LAC countries from 1995 to 2019.

Table 3 – MIMIC Base Model IE estimates per country using Base Sample

The average size of IE in the period of 1996-2019 is presented on column “Average” in
Table 3. Average values allow us to identify outliers where the informal sector is higher
than 50%, as Panama, Bolivia, Guatemala, Haiti, Honduras, and Peru, or higher than
40%, such as Belize, El Salvador, Nicaragua, and Uruguay. On the other hand, countries
like Argentina, Bahamas, Barbados, Costa Rica, and Chile present much lower levels of
Informal Economy (IE). Estimates are at par with the literature, where we too observe a
decline on the levels of IE on the first years of the decade (early 2000s) and a new increase
trend from the global financial crisis in 2008 and beyond.
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We observe that most countries present an increase in the size of the informal sector from
the 2008 financial crisis, at par with results obtained in Matos & Veiga (2019), but with
some improvement as the present work also captures a downturn of the informal sector in
early 2000s as per Ohnsorge & Yu (2022), as we can see with Argentina, Mexico, Brazil,
and Peru in Figure 3. Matos & Veiga (2019) is one of the first works to consider a data set
for LAC, and the overall IE growth trend on the past decades is also observed in our work.
This long-term growth trend using regional data may be an indicative of the persistence of
higher levels of IE due to long term factors such as inequality persistence.

Figure 3 presents the IE estimates obtained with our Base Model, compared to MIMIC
and DGE results obtained by the World Bank in their Informal Economy database2.

Figure 3 – Comparing MIMIC Base Model IE estimates with World Bank IE database.

In general, results obtained here tend to produce a more pronounced growth trend in IE
estimates, as we can see with Brazil, Mexico and Peru, sometimes smoothing peaks and
valleys observed on the World Bank MIMIC estimates during the 2008 Financial Crisis.
Same behavior is observed in several other countries in the region. The Base Model running
on a data set of 41 LAC countries presented here tends to produce IE estimates higher
than the World Bank estimates obtained with a data set of 160 countries.

Analyzing Brazil in more detail, we observe a two-percentage-points decline of IE from
late-1990s to mid-2000s, which coincides with the realization of several institutional changes
made during presidencies from Fernando Henrique Cardoso and early Luis Inácio Lula
da Silva. From mid-2000s we observe an increase in the levels of IE to surpass the 40%
threshold mid-2010s. Countries like Peru, that had a positive economic cycle later than
Brazil, show similar behavior shifted in time, with IE increase more towards late-2010s,
when these economies start to show GDP growth reductions. Here we can observe a hint of
2 https://www.worldbank.org/en/research/brief/informal-economy-database
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some counter cyclical correlation between formal economic cycles and informal as proposed
by Orsi, Raggi & Turino (2014).

In Venezuela we acknowledge an overall degradation of its economy, reflected on the fast
increase of IE levels from early 2010s to now, where IE increased from 35% levels to 45%.

We then compared the proposed Base Model with an equivalent model subtracting GINI.
Objective here is to try to understand what’s the impact of adding GINI to our model.
Results show that GINI adds a trend to IE estimates, sometimes upwards, sometimes
downwards. Figure 4 presents results for Colombia, Dominican Republic, Argentina, and
Mexico, comparing IE estimates for our Base Model (MIMIC 13-1-5) with estimates with
the equivalent model excluding GINI as a causal variable (MIMIC 12-1-5).

Figure 4 – Comparing Base Model results with and without GINI, with Base Sample of 41
LAC countries, 1995 to 2019.

IE estimates are close, and adding GINI as a causal variable provokes slight changes on the
behavior of IE estimates over time. There’s no simple rule of thumb that we can infer from
the analysis. Here we observe Colombia and Dominican Republic with GINI providing IE
estimates in general higher than the model without GINI, while for Mexico and Argentina
results with GINI fall short.

Figure 5 presents another comparison of results showing our Base Model with different
configurations: fully as presented in Figure 2, excluding only GINI (as compared in Figure 4),
excluding only TFP, and excluding both variables. This graph allows us to compare how
our model reacts to the addition of GINI and TFP independently, and jointly.

In general, we observe that TFP and GINI exclusions produce results in different directions,
what indicates that while GINI increases, usually TFP reduces, and vice-versa, what
matches the general intuition. However, GINI seems to have a more consistent trend over
time (GUTIÉRREZ-ROMERO, 2021), moving the results from the full Base Model upwards
or downwards as observed on Figure 5. TFP, on the other hand, floats upwards and
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Figure 5 – Comparing Base Model results with and without GINI & TFP, with Base
Sample of 41 LAC countries, 1995 to 2019

downwards, representing a more short-term result, what contributes to the hypothesis of
TFP working as a proxy to intensive margin. Inequality changes thru GINI are usually
observed mid-long term, while TFP changes occur short term.

3.1 Covid Impact
We run our Base Model from 1995 to 2019 and compare it to data from 1995 to 2020. Main
objective is to assess the initial impact of the Covid-19 pandemic in the informal sector.
As expected by the literature negative relation between GDP growth and IE, the huge
spike downwards on the economies’ GDP growth rate in 2020 has impact resulting on an
increase in IE in every country analyzed here. Figure 6 shows the comparison between the
two time periods, and it’s clear to observe the upward jump of IE estimates in 2020. This
will probably be subject of further studies as we get time series covering this period.

From the econometrics standpoint, it’s probable that we will have to treat 2020 as an
outlier year, as with MIMIC the change on the data set affects the obtained results, as we
can see in the graphs. On the other hand, periods such as the 2008 Financial Crisis are not
treated as outliers, and they affect the complete estimated IE time series. In the analysis
made, some countries show consistence between the two estimates, such as Argentina,
Guatemala, and Mexico. Others such as Brazil, Panama and Peru show changes on IE
levels that will only be better understood after we have an observation window of some
years for the Covid impact.
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Figure 6 – Covid Impact - BASE scenario (Base Sample of 41 countries, 1995-2019) and
COVID scenario (Sample 2 of 41 countries, 1995-2020)

3.2 GINI Analysis
GINI showed as an important factor to LAC, where increases on the level of inequality
contribute to increases on levels of IE. Alhassan & Haruna (2022) shows equivalent results
for Nigeria and proposes that GINI improvements policy making would help on lowering
IE.

GINI’s behavior on the proposed Base Model as a causal variable is a point of interesting
discussion. Despite being object of investigation by some authors such as Chong & Gradstein
(2007) and Lesica (2011), recent MIMIC models driven by researchers following Schneider’s
path have not been using GINI as a proxy of inequality to serve as a causal variable to the
informal / shadow economy.

Koufopoulou et al. (2021) and Boitano & Deyvi (2019) present GINI as an indicator
variable for IE in their studies developed for Greece and Peru, respectively; their conclusion
is that an increase in IE produces an increase in GINI, it means, increases on informal
economic activity is related to increases on inequality.

Dell’Anno (2021) proposes that higher informality decreases inequality on developing
countries, in a bidirectional relationship in which an increase in IE results in further
informal labor, with beneficial effects on income distribution, a feedback mechanism that
reduces inequality. Berdiev & Saunoris (2019) uses a panel VAR applied to 144 countries
over 1960-2009 to present a bidirectional positive relationship between IE and inequality.
Gutiérrez-Romero (2021) proposes that past levels of inequality (persistence) are the most
important factors explaining the size of IE.

Figure 7 provides a plot of average GINI values and IE estimates from 1999 to 2019
resulting from our Base Model. Countries are aggregated on geographical regions that are
indicated with different colors in the graph.

Analyzing the geographical groups separately, we realize that higher absolute GINI values
are somehow correlated to higher IE values, in line with the γ coefficient positive signal.
For Central American countries it gets very apparent, with higher GINI countries such
as Belize, Panama, Guatemala, and Honduras corresponding to higher levels of IE. Same
happens to South Cone countries, where Brazil and Bolivia demonstrate it while Uruguay
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Figure 7 – Average 1999-2019 IE vs GINI for LAC countries

is an outlier with lower relative GINI and high level of IE. The linear regression between
GINI and IE results on a positive relation.

In our model, GINI coefficient is relevant and has statistical relevance, and consists of a
solid estimator, reflected on lower IE results for Chile and Argentina, and higher for Brazil
and Central American countries, for instance. Growth on levels of inequality (higher GINI
coefficients) contribute to growth of IE, meaning that with inequality comes challenges to
enter the formal market.

On Appendix III we present a discussion on our results correlating GINI and IE, analyzing
results or both Base Model and Alternative Model applied to different samples, with all
results converging to a positive relation between GINI and IE, corroborating to our findings
here. In our analysis we’ve used GINI as a causal variable to IE, resulting in a positive
relation between GINI and Informal Economy.

Additionally, we’ve exercised our Base Model and our Alternative Model with data from
LAC countries, EMDE (Emerging Markets and Developing Economies) and developed
countries and the higher and lower IE countries, and we’ve reached a consistent positive
relation between GINI and IE.

3.3 TFP Analysis
We proposed TFP as a causal variable to our MIMIC model aiming to use TFP as a driver
of GDP growth and economic development, expecting that higher productivity usually
tied to more firms’ formalization would lead to higher GDP growth and therefore lower IE,
it means, a negative relation between TFP and IE. Our results though showed a positive
relation between TFP and IE, indicating that higher productivity would lead to higher IE.
TFP does not seem to act as a channel for firms’ formalization as originally intended.
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TFP provides an interesting discussion to our proposed model. As presented by Ulyssea
(2020), intensive margin (informal labor) and extensive margin (informal firms) can lead to
different directions. In general, research by mid-2010s focused on extensive margin, with
causes and consequences tied to firm’s decisions whether to formalize or not. Ulyssea (2018)
proposes an equilibrium model in which he concludes that firms’ informality and informal
labor do not move in the same direction in the case of policy changes. Testing the model
for the enforced reduction of intensive margin results in an increase of extensive margin,
as less productive firms realize higher formalization costs. Additionally, Atesagaoglu, Elgin
& Oztunali (2017) shows how TFP and the informal sector are related, comparing results
from a one-sector model with results from a two-sector model comprehending formal and
informal labor. The two-sector model results in higher levels of TFP, showing how informal
labor contributes to higher TFP values.

Figure 8 – Average 1999-2019 IE vs TFP for LAC countries

We believe that TFP is a potential channel to the intensive margin or informal labor,
although this thesis is not demonstrated here, as it requires different modelling tools to
reach such conclusion. Rationale is that TFP results in further formalization of firms
and, in parallel, results on increased adoption of informal labor by formal firms. TFP
then serves as a bidirectional channel, with negative relation to IE when considering firms
formalization, and positive relation to IE when considering informal labor; the positive
relation between TFP and IE indicates that labor responds faster to shocks compared to
firms’ formalization, what’s confirmed in the literature.

Figure 8 provides a plot of average TFP values and IE estimates from 1999 to 2019.
Although the Base Model results in a positive relation between TFP and IE for each
country, the plot in Figure 8 shows a negative relation in a sample of countries. This result
reaffirms the general intuition that countries with higher TFP usually are associated with
higher GDP and therefore in lower IE. However, for the same country, our study shows a
positive relation between TFP and IE, it means if TFP increases in a country, IE increases
as well.
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The hypothesis that TFP may be a channel for intensive margin needs further study.
Probably modelling it with a DSGE/DGE structural model with two sectors, like the one
used by Ulyssea (2020), including both extensive and intensive margins would help us
confirm our observed results in this study.

3.4 Other Results and Robustness Checks
While presenting more detailed results of our Base Model to South Cone, Caribbean,
Central America, and Andean geographies on Appendix I, we exercise further robustness
checks using different data sets. With the MIMIC methodology we have mainly two main
decisions to take:

• Choice of indicator and causal variables corresponds to the first main thesis
presented in this article, where we propose GINI and TFP as important causal
variables to IE. In Appendix II we share an Alternative Model using different
variables, with results differing from our Base Model. The Alternative model tends to
produce higher estimates for IE, sometimes reaching 3 to 4 percentage points higher
than the Base Model, and therefore was deprecated. On the other hand, both GINI
and TFP behaves the same in both models.

• Data Sets are key to MIMIC estimates. MIMIC methodology requires careful choice
of data, and the second main thesis of this article is that estimates for IE in Brazil and
countries of LAC are best set with data from the region. Appendix I exercises different
data sets and provides an analysis of such exercises, and in general results are similar,
but for some specific countries we found a difference of 2 to 3 percentage points on
IE estimates. Again, GINI and TFP behavior is consistent as shown hereinbefore.

When applying our Base Model to other geographies in Sample 3 (188 worldwide countries)
and other customized samples for EMDE (Emerging Markets and Developing Economies),
or Developed Economies, it’s interesting to realize that GINI and TFP maintain its nature
of statistical relevance and estimation role. For GINI, coefficient values reduce with more
heterogeneous countries, such as in Sample 3. Appendix III presents a thorough analysis of
GINI vs informality on the different Samples we’ve built.

4 CONCLUSIONS
This article proposes a MIMIC model to estimate the size of the non-observed economy in
LAC countries, using a regional specification instead of a global specification. For such
we propose causal variables such as GINI representing inequality and TFP representing
productivity, both resulting relevant to the region. Results are consistent with the existing
literature, and captured economic cycles are in line with expectations. Narrowing the data
set down to the region proves to be an effective tool to produce more tailored results, with
GINI resulting on a predictor ten-fold more relevant to LAC.

Inequality demonstrated to be an important factor to LAC, where increases of GINI
resulted on increases of IE. Transmission channels between inequality and informality need
to be considered to avoid policies that aim to reduce informality and result on increasing
inequality, as a feedback channel will work to increase back informality. Moreover, GINI
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resulted as more important to IE when using the regional data set; when running the model
with GINI on a global data set, GINI’s importance was lower. This result contributes to
the hypothesis of leveraging on regional data sets and tailored models to produce improved
results.

TFP also showed to be an important factor to LAC, and the positive relation between
IE and TFP indicates that intensive margin (labor informality) reacts faster than firms’
formalization, consolidating TFP as a candidate channel to informal labor. Long-term
policy making should focus on TFP improvements to reach GDP growth and therefore IE
reductions, while short-term policies should not disqualify informal labor as a potential
channel to improve TFP while also increasing IE.

In LAC, where inequality is already high, and so is informal economy, raising formality
seems to be the natural path. However, recent formalization efforts in different countries
have demonstrated that such task has no easy solution; in several cases formality rate
increase has been acquired at the expense of no incremental tax collection and without
improving firm’s productivity after formalization (DELL’ANNO, 2021). Usage of GINI as a
causal variable in our proposed base model reinforces the general hypothesis that reducing
inequality is a strong mechanism to reduce informality on the economy.

Informality in our region is also tied to a burdensome tax system and rigid labor markets, as
indicated by our model, confirming literature on the topic. On the other hand, informality,
especially on the labor market, reduces labor unionization, overall tax burden and social
contribution by firms, eventually resulting in improved overall system efficiency, on the
contrary of common sense. In regions such as LAC, where informal and formal activities are
intertwined, it’s worth further exploring the relations between inequality and informality.

Inequality results obtained here have key implications for policy recommendations in LAC
countries and the required methodology to estimate informality. All in all, policymakers
should focus on reducing inequality in the mid-long term, as it contributes to reducing
IE. However, in the short-term IE is an important economic buffer to shocks, especially
because of informal labor in LAC, and hence policy making to safe net informal labor may
be a path to be pursued.
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A APPENDIX I - BASE MODEL APPLIED TO SAMPLES

Table 4 provides the complete results from our proposed Base Model for LAC. It contains
the yearly data resulting from our estimates extending the subset results presented in
Table 3. Values are presented as percentage points of GDP.

Table 4 – MIMIC Base Model yearly IE estimates per country, from 1996 to 2019. Com-
plement of Table 2
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In Table 5 we show the statistics for causal and indicator variables used in our model, as
well as the estimators obtained with our Base Model, with and without GINI & TFP.

Table 5 – MIMIC Base Model with indicator and causal variables statistics & results

We present in Figures 9 and 10 the results of our proposed Base Model to different
countries, from 1995 to 2019. Figure 9 shows the results for countries in Central America
and the Caribbean.

Figure 9 – MIMIC Base Model estimates for IE – Central America and Caribbean countries
- Base Sample of 41 LAC countries 1995-2019

Central American countries have traditionally faced high levels of informality, with the
exception to Costa Rica (CRI). Behavior is different country-by-country, but in general
we see an upwards trend from mid 2000s. Caribbean countries such as Bahamas (BHS)
and Barbados (BRB) show relative lower levels of informality, while countries like Haiti
(HTI) shows levels similar to what we observe in Central America. For Caribbean countries,
results are at par with Peters (2017).
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Figure 10 shows the estimates for the South Cone and Andean & North countries. Argentina
(ARG), Bolivia (BOL), Brazil (BRA), Colombia (COL) and Peru (PER) show a similar
trend, with IE decline from early-2000s to mid-2000s and increase of IE levels happening
towards the financial crisis. Such behavior is not so clear with Matos & Veiga (2019), which
also leverages on a regional data set.

Figure 10 – MIMIC Base Model estimates for IE – South Cone and Andean & North
countries - Base Sample of 41 LAC countries 1995-2019

Figure 11 presents the results shown in the figures above in a different format, for some
countries that were not presented on Figure 3. On these graphs we can compare the
predictions obtained with our proposed Base Model and the World Bank estimates with
MIMIC and DGE. Like what we’ve seen on Figure 3, our Base Model estimates produce
results at par with the literature, and deviations cannot be explained with a simple rule
of thumb. Venezuela shows up as a significant spike in the recent decade with our model,
which seems to better reflect country conditions.

Figure 11 – Robustness Check for MIMIC Base Model IE estimates compared to World
Bank Database
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Figure 12 shows IE estimates with our Base Model compared to Sample 3, applied to some
main LAC countries (Argentina, Brazil, Colombia, Peru, Venezuela, Mexico, Guatemala,
Panama, and Puerto Rico), for the period of 1995 to 2019. For some countries the behavior
of the models is similar, like Argentina, but in general the two models produce very different
results.

Sample 3 applies the Base Model to an extensive set of 188 countries. As LatinoBarometro
data is not available for this broader data set, we exchanged LB-GovernmentEffectiveness
by World Bank’s WGI Government Effectiveness variable (GovEff). LB-ControlCorruption
was replaced by World Bank’s WGI Control of Corruption variable. Results present higher
statistical significance as the sample of data is much bigger. The behavior of both GINI
and TFP is similar to the Base Model.

This exercise corroborates the importance of data set selection on MIMIC estimates, as
data changes the prediction of the same MIMIC model significantly. Landing our work in
this article with a sample of 41 LAC countries reinforce the importance of the data set
selection while using MIMIC.

Figure 12 – Robustness Check for Base Model applied to Base Sample (41 LAC countries)
and applied to Sample 3 (188 countries)
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For Mexico, for instance, usage of the LAC data set results in an informal sector almost
two percentile points of GDP higher. Puerto Rico shows similar behavior with a difference
of three percentile points.

There’s no systematic rule when we compare the models. In some countries such as Brazil
and Peru, the model with LAC data set produces lower IE estimates while in countries
such as Mexico, Puerto Rico, Colombia, and Guatemala it produces higher estimates.

Venezuela presents an interesting situation. With Sample 3, IE estimates reach more than
150 percentile points, meaning the informal sector produces more than the formal one.
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B APPENDIX II - ALTERNATIVE MODEL

In the search of a model that could produce results for inequality and TFP, as presented
in our Base Model, we have exercised several intermediate models that presented different
behaviors. One interesting model identified is presented in Table 6, named Alternative
Base Model.

Table 6 – Alternative Base Model results

This model contains the following characteristics:

• Reduced indicator variables from five to four, resulting in a MIMIC 14-1-4 instead of
a MIMIC 13-1-5 corresponding to the Base Model.

• We do not use the time series data that were manipulated: Currency and Direct-
TaxesOverTotalTaxes. The former is replaced by Broad Money, and the latter is not
used as a causal variable.

• We replace all Governance indicators per a different set of indicators:

– We use Trade Openness in lieu of Trade Freedom
– EIU’s Regulatory Quality replaces Labor Freedom
– EIU’s Government Efficiency Bureaucracy replaces Business Freedom
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– Credit and Interest replaces Economic Freedom.

• We include PWT’s Human Capital (hc) index, which combines the average years
of schooling from Barro & Lee and an education rate of return based on Mincer
equation.

The Alternative Base Model was discarded because it did not reach GINI’s statistical
relevance, nevertheless it has the merit to maintain importance to TFP, additionally adding
the Human Capital Index with a negative sign, meaning that higher levels of HC result in
decrease of IE, as expected.

Figure 13 shows the results of the Alternative Model compared to our Base Model. The
Alternative Model differs significantly from the Base Model, presenting in several countries
an upward trend in the analyzed period. As reviewed in the Results session, the Base
Model provides better estimates if we analyze the economics history of each country. In
general, the Base Model provides the decline of IE from early 2000s to later 2000s, then
increasing to higher levels in the past decade, after the 2008 financial crisis, while the
Alternative Model tends to show continuous growth throughout time, like Matos & Veiga
(2019)

Figure 13 – Alternative Model compared to Base Model

Figure 14 shows the results of the Alternative Model to the different regions in LAC. Here
the IE estimate upward trend is easier to spot. With this model we tend to see an upward
trend over 20 years in several countries, differently from the Base Model, which we found
more consistent with results obtained by other researchers.

While the Base Model is sensitive to GINI and Size of Government (as per Table 5), we
see that Taxation and Credit are key to the Alternative Model. Credit is a difficult causal
variable to consider in this model, because in theory, the higher the credit the lower IE
should be; however, our model showed a positive relation of IE with credit, which can
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Figure 14 – IE estimates for LAC regions with the Alternative Model

eventually make sense in certain countries in LAC, where entrepreneurship does not choose
between being formal or informal.
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C APPENDIX III - DISCUSSION ON GINI VS INFORMAL ECONOMY

Much is needed in terms of further research on analyzing the relationship between inequality
and informality. Our Base Model results in a positive impact of inequality on IE. Figure 15
shows IE vs GINI results for 30 LAC countries (6 on the Andean region, 10 in Caribbean,
8 in Central America and 6 in the South Cone), using the average values of IE (estimates
resulting from our Base Model) and GINI. We excluded some smaller countries in the
Caribbean and other regions from our original sample of 41 countries, to improve the
presentation and readability on the graphs (same format was used throughout the article,
for both GINI and TFP graphs). The line is a regression between IE fitted values and
GINI, for the sample of countries.

Figure 15 – IE vs GINI results for LAC countries, using our Base Model with data from
41 LAC countries

We exercised other Samples in addition to Appendix II, with the intention to better
understand how GINI would behave if the data sets were more focused on developing
nations, or with data sets where countries had historically higher levels of IE.

Figure 16 shows the comparison between different Samples.

Figure 16 – IE vs GINI results for Sample 4 with IE>40% and Sample 5 with IE<27%
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Sample in the left is the Base Model built with data from 51 countries with IE>40%, and
Sample in the right with data from 51 countries with IE<27%. Then we run IE estimates
for the same 30 countries in LAC, and we plot the results in the same way we did in
Figure 15.

IE estimates vary a little, with exception to Venezuela. The estimated value with the model
using data from countries with IE<27% is in the range of 60%, like Peru, while the model
with IE>40% provides estimated IE in the range of 40%, more in line with our Base Model
run with data from 41 LAC countries.

The regression behavior is slightly different too. We see higher inclination on IE>40%,
which can indicate that a change in GINI can lead to higher changes in IE. It may indicate
that regions like LAC, where IE is high, can benefit from improvements in inequality
resulting in greater improvements on the formalization of the economy. On countries with
lower IE, the same improvements in inequality result in more limited improvements on the
formalization.

Figure 17 shows a comparison between data from developed countries and emerging
markets and developing economies. Again, when we plot the estimated IE values for 30
LAC countries, results are similar. Venezuela does not show a huge disparity such as
obtained in Figure 16.

Figure 17 – IE vs GINI results for Sample with Developed countries and EMDE countries

All in all, improvements on inequality reduce the shadow economy.
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